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Answer to the question No. Activity 1 

1. b. Spain is a beautiful country: the 

beaches are warm, sandy and spotlessly 

clean. 

2. a 

3. a 

4. d 

5. a/d 

6. c 
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     Answer to the question No. Activity 2 

Email, the only son of his parents, has so 

many good qualities. He is intelligent, brave 

and honest. His curiosity about anything is 

amazing! After his return, we asked him, 

“Emil, were you afraid in the train?” 

 

Answer to the question No. Activity 3 

In Dhaka, Emils have got some new  

friends-Adnan, a student of St. Gregory 

School, Sushan, a student of Mirpur Govt. 

Boys’ School and Lovelu, a student of 

Kisholoy School. They’ve good contact with 

Email. Yesterday I went to Emil but I couldn’t 

see him. He wrote on piece of paper, 

“Detective Emil is busy now.” He stuck that 

piece of paper on his door. So, I left his place 

laughing. 
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         Visiting Railway and Bus Station 

I have visited both the bus station and the railway station. One is 

different from the other. Of course, there are some similarities. During 

the last World Cup cricket match, I traveled by bus from Alfadanga to  

Dhaka with my father. We went to Dhaka to watch the World Cup 

cricket match. I also traveled by train. My grandfather lives in Sylhet. So 

I go to Sylhet twice a year to see him with my family. We travel to 

Sylhet by train. I have found some similarities between the bus station 

and the railway station.  95   

Both the stations are crowded. We had to wait in both stations. Passengers 

are busy with their luggage to reach their respective destinations. Everyone 

collects tickets to secure their seat. Hawkers try to attract passengers to sell 

their goods.  Passengers will buy products according to their choice. Both the 

stations have toilet facilities. 53 

There are several differences between the two stations.  In terms of size, 

the railway station is much larger than the bus stand.  The railway station 

has multiple compartments connected to the train.  But there is no such 

opportunity on the bus.  Passenger capacity is higher in railways.  47 

Traveling by bus is more expensive than traveling by rail. A railway 

station is much dirty. But a bus stand is more or less clean. 

There are differences in the collection of train tickets. But the train 

journey was more comfortable and relaxing than the bus journey. 47 

                                   Total words :- 253.  
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